What is Dedication?

1. ded·i·ca·tion
ˌdedəˈkāSH(ə)n/
noun: dedication
1. 1. the quality of being dedicated or committed to a task or purpose.
"his dedication to his duties"
commitment, application, diligence, industry, resolve, enthusiasm, zeal, conscientiousness,
perseverance, persistence, tenacity, drive, staying power;
hard work, effort
Questions About Dedication
1. Do you have courage and stamina? It takes a lot of time and commitment to achieve your dreams!

:

2. Will you sacrifice free time? This is what we call hustle time…when you have free time what do you spend
your time doing?
3. Have told people about it? You need to tell the people closest to you that you want to pursue this dream, and
then shout it from the mountaintops.
4. Are you prepared for failure? If we could predict the finish line, we would all be billionaires. At some point
you have to start and be prepared to keep going when the bumps in the road arrive.
5. Would you do this if you never got fame or fortune? When you are dedicated to a dream you are willing to
pursue it knowing you may never get rich and famous.

What does dedication look like at CJH?
*Working hard to meet challenges

____________________________________________

*Asking Questions

____________________________________________

*Be on top of assignments

____________________________________________

Quotes about Dedication
Please discuss each of these quotes with a partner. What do they mean to you?
Success is about dedication. You may not be where you want to be or do what
you want to do when you’re on the journey. But, you’ve got to be willing to
have vision and foresight that leads you to an incredible end.”-Usher
”The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand, and the
determination that whether we win or lose, we have applied the best of
ourselves to the task at hand.”-Vince Lombardi
“If you believe in yourself and have dedication and pride-and never quit, you’ll
be a winner. The price of victory is high but so are the rewards.”-Paul Bryant
“Keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything requires faith and
belief in yourself, vision, hard work, determination, and dedication. Remember
all things are possible for those who believe.”-Gail Devers
“Confidence comes from days and weeks and years of constant work and
dedication.”-Roger Staubach

